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Structural Bioinformaticsmembrane proteinsenvironment-specific substitution tablesscoring matriceshomology recognitioncomparative modellingstructural alignmentsStructural genomic initiatives are expected to make 3D
experimental data in the near future available for most
proteins in nature. Yet, the class of transmembrane (TM)
proteins represents a major obstacle to this goal. This is
because their physicochemical properties make them
extremely difficult to crystallize for X-ray crystallography
studies, and hardly tractable for NMR spectroscopy exper-
iments. Consequently, computational methods for pre-
dicting 3D structures are highly valuable. Comparative/
homology modelling remains the most effective approach
to protein structure prediction [10]. This is because it
takes advantage from already available experimental
structural templates to build 3D models for a related pro-
tein of interest. Therefore the tools that search for struc-
tural templates need to be highly accurate. Many
algorithms have been developed to increase the sensitivity
and specificity of homology recognition for globular pro-
teins, many of which exploit evolutionary and structural
information [6]. However, they may not be generally
applicable to TM proteins which have different structural
features, amino acid composition and substitution rates.
Thus, TM-specific algorithms are much needed. Our aim
is to develop a sequence-structure homology recognition
method that can use environmentspecific substitution
tables and structure-dependent gap penalties [8] to (1)
increase the accuracy of alignments involving TM protein
sequences and structures and (2) improve the specificity
and sensitivity of homology searches for TM proteins.

First, we have generated a highly-curated set of structure-
based alignments of TM protein structures from which
environment-specific amino acid substitutions are
derived. We started by making an exhaustive search for all
available high resolution TM structures. These are either

alpha-helical and beta barrel folds. We did not include
structures from the latter fold since these are very small in
number and most likely have different rules of folding. A
large number of TM proteins are complexes of multiple
domains, with only certain regions spanning the mem-
brane. In order to distinguish those from other globular
regions, we developed a geometry optimisation method,
1 PDB2TMD, which searches for the most probable loca-
tion of the membrane that spans any given TM protein
structure.

Next, we used domain definitions and structural-evolu-
tionary classification of protein structures from two data-
bases; SCOP [1] and HOMSTRAD [5,9]. We gathered 795
TM domains derived from 226 structures and grouped
them into 65 homologous families. To remove redundant
structures, we developed MKNEWFAM2. For a given fam-
ily, this automatic procedure clusters sequences at 90%
threshold and select representatives by favouring domains
closest to native and having the highest resolution. The
number of domains remaining after this filtering process
is 129 making 26 multimember families and 39 single-
membered families. Structure-based alignments were
then generated for each family using COMPARER [7] and
the residues structural environment in these alignments
were annotated using JOY [5].

In order to account for the biased distribution of struc-
tures among the families, we enriched each family with
sequence information. PSI-BLAST [3] was used to search
UNIREF100 protein sequence database [2] for close
homologues (e value cut-off 10-6), and only sequences
predicted with TMHMM [4] to contain all expected TM
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helices were retained. The members of an average family
share 20–30% PID.

The patterns of the amino acid substitutions derived from
the constructed dataset has lead to a number of findings
which are of particular relevance to TM helix packing: (1)
lipid-tail-accessible TM residues tend to be more hydro-
phobic, less conserved and contain different residue types
compared to buried residues; (2) charged residues are not
always buried and, when accessible to membrane lipid
tails, they often interact with phospholipid headgroups or
with other residue types and few pair with another charge
and (3) residues that are lipid-accessible or located at the
interface between different TM chains are more variable
than those buried in the cores of individual chains. This
suggests that helix-helix interactions within the same
chain and those at the interface between different chains
may arise differently. Substitutions tables which take into
account residue environments are being calculated and
incorporated as scoring matrices for a homology search
program we had previously developed, FUGUE [8].
Benchmarking is carried out in order to examine the qual-
ity of alignments and the extent of extra sensitivity and
specificity this may offer to homology searches for TM
proteins.
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